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THOUGHT FOR THE
SEASON
If you fail to prepare you are
preparing to fail.

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
21st SEPTEMBER 2014
APPLICATIONS FOR
SIX NATIONS TICKETS
(Contact Charles Osbourn)
TUESDAY 7th OCTOBER 2014
7.30 PM
NEXT MEETING
AT SHELFORD RUFC
TOPIC:

(Further details to follow)

Visit
CUDRRS website
www.cambsref.co.uk

T O UCH

EVIDENCE

CARE IN THE COMMUNITY

FRIDAY APRIL 17th 2015
ANNUAL LADIES NIGHT
AND DINNER
AT CHRIST’S COLLEGE

IN

TIMES ARE CHANGING

OCTOBER 2014

BECOMING EVEN BETTER
REFEREES

Y O U

“Without change there is no innovation, creativity or incentive for improvement”.
So said William Pollard (1828–1893) and there is certainly a lot of change going
on at the moment that affects CUDRRS.
There is a new issue of kit in colour pink, league restructuring for the Community
game, new members, new jobs, more experimental laws, new TJ flags, new
radio communication sets etcetera, etcetera.
Will these changes make things better? Will they produce better refereeing and
better Rugby? They might but very much depends upon how we embrace them
and commit ourselves to making them work for the benefit of the game.
The new kit issue was probably a contributory factor to having one of the largest
attendances ever at our Special General Meeting on 2nd September at Shelford.
Maybe it was the attraction of seeing the slimmed down version of our Financial
Manager, Paul Wilson deliver his financial report.
Every club needs a treasurer and referees’
societies are no exception We have a dedicated holder of the purse strings with good
business acumen, ensuring expenditure
gives value for money and supports the provision of a high quality service.
Paul has given notice of his intention to
stand down from the job but as yet no replacement has come forward. He soldiers on
and did not make a quick exit through the
door on his right when he announced a loss
on last season. It was not a large deficit and
resulted from expenditure not incurred every
season. CUDRRS finances are decidedly
sound. Paul was applauded for his stewardship report and for not carrying on.
Like Mafeking in the Boer War, Paul needs to be relieved. Baden Powell made
his mark on history during this siege and later founded the Boy Scouts movement. What CUDDRS wants now is for someone to make their mark on society
history and Be Prepared to take over from Paul. Step forward, please!
The new kit in pink reflects the health of our Society and maintains our ability to
look smart on and off the field. President Jon Evans made a plea for members to
project a good image at all timed and has more to say about this on Page 2..
There were three new members who were introduced to the thirty three others
present at the meeting.
CONTACT warmly welcomes Natasha Mulley, Maxine Guitet and John Coates.
Further information about them will follow. Natasha, daughter of Guy, is from
Kettering, Maxine is from Nantes (France) and John is back from Switzerland.
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CARE IN THE COMMUNITY
The loss of so many adult players from the game prompted the RFU to undertake a review of the league structures
of Community Rugby. This season some of the changes intended to limit fixture demands in number and the distance travelled to away games are being introduced. The EC Greene King Leagues 2 and 3 in which our affiliated
clubs play are subject to new regulations. EC 1 (Level 9) is essentially unchanged from last season.
These leagues have been revised on a geographical basis at Level 10 and below. The aim is to provide an appropriate level of competition for all club teams. The results of matches will be kept under scrutiny to see if there are
any mismatches and if experience shows that changes are necessary to the composition of the leagues or the
regulations, they will be made in consultation with the clubs.
Cambridgeshire RFU Chairman, Alasdair Bovaird, was invited to the Special General Meeting to outline the
changes and explain how they affected our referees’ duties. He is also the League Secretary for EC2 (West) and
EC3 (West). Eric Nye of Norfolk looks after EC3(N) in which Wisbech II play.
Alasdair is very appreciative of the contribution that CUDRRS makes to local rugby.
In the County handbook he writes “ One of the features of finals day was the provision of
teams of four officials from the Cambridge University and District Rugby Referees Society. We
have become used to the high quality support that CUDRRS give to all levels of our game from
Sunday morning youth matches, Wednesday afternoon college games, Saturday afternoon
senior games – but our gratitude should not go unremarked”. He did remark his gratitude at the
meeting and commented on how the refereeing in other areas was often of lesser quality.
He explained that in this first season the changes were under trial. The regulations were a marriage of those for the
EC and Greene King leagues. Provision was made in them for uncontested scrums when necessary and the playing of up to five unregistered players in EC 2. Registration of players was a club responsibility and referees were
only expected to certify the result of the match on the official form. In EC3, the team captains had licence to override the regulations by agreement. This might relate to the number of replacements used and sharing of players.
A copy of them has been put on our website www.cambsref.co.uk. Referees are advised to read them and to refer any questions about them to Alasdair (Email: alasdair@bovaird.org) (Mobile: 07711484582). They should also
study the regulations for the Senior, Intermediate, Junior and Youth County Cup Competitions. These have not
been amended but should be re-read before each appointment.
Kick off times vary during the months of the season and referees should make sure to check what these are when
the home club confirms the match.
Some new and seasoned referees at Level 10 may be unfamiliar with the protocol of the regulations. They are not
onerous but they are important to get right. For those aspiring to referee at higher levels where the protocols and
regulations are regarded as sacrosanct, the changes to procedures at EC 2 and 3 are a development opportunity
to get used to them under less pressure. If there any problems, ask the Hon Secretary for help.

DRESS SENSE
The image we portray as members of CUDRRS sends a message to those we meet in the rugby world. It also influences how we feel about ourselves. Therefore, we need to consider how we dress so that we project an image
of competence and confidence. We are a competent bunch of people after all and confident that we do things right.
Our President follows up his remarks at the Special General Meeting with further comment on how he hopes the
Society will present a smart image and utilise the kit the Management Group has provided for members. He says
“It is important that we represent our Society with pride. The committee has worked hard to source a wide range of
kit that enables you to do so. Here is what I would like you to do on match days.
When arriving at the ground, you should be looking to wear a formal blazer (we are currently trying to source blazer
badges), a CUDDRS shirt and society tie and trousers (no jeans) etc . Alternatively, you could wear a society track
suit and polo shirt. We are trying to sort out new polo's for those who don't have them.
On the park, you have access to shirts coloured at least in pink, green or gold with various shorts and socks to
match. These are provided free of charge for fully paid up members.
Afterwards, number 1 dress is preferable but if you have arrived smart as I described earlier, then that’s OK.
I appreciate there is a difference between Saturdays and Sunday morning appointments but I am sure you appreciate my sentiment. Please wear your kit with pride and you will find you get the respect you deserve !
Mike Daniel is the man to contact for all your kit needs and he will work hard to fulfil them. He also keeps the management group aware of any stock requirements. We hope to have a stock list displayed on the website soon.
Thanks in anticipation of your support”.
Jon Evans
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ON THE MOVE
Ian Minto, Director of Operations at Cambridge University Rugby Club since 2005, will
be leaving his job at the end of September. Ian has played a multi-faceted role at the
club but wishes to look for new challenges outside rugby. He wants to return to education where he believes he has much to give and to engage in staging his eventual retirement from work.
Ian has given great support to refereeing and the Society in particular during the almost
decade he has been at Grange Road. He secured annual provision in the Constituent
Body’s budgets for refereeing training courses. These produced several trainees who
joined CUDRRS.
There is no news about how he will be replaced at the club.

FROM MY SURGERY
Here is a medical bulletin. There is good news and not so good news.
Doctor Mike can report that “Spike” Dewing is on the mend and off crutches. He broke his leg when he was
knocked over whilst running the line at Newmarket in their Eastern Counties play off match against Clacton at the
end of April. He is now cycling to get his leg muscles back into shape and can’t wait to start running again.
Andy McKee hopes to be fit enough to resume refereeing in October.
Mike Daniel will be more sharp eyed than ever and told CONTACT his cataract operation was successful and his
vision improved.
Jon Evans is coping well despite having an Achilles tendon injury. Judging by his performance at Shelford in a trial
match, the acupuncture treatment is keeping him going. Once again his man management was exemplary.
Not so good news is that Craig Maxwell Keys fractured his ankle training alone on an artificial surface. With his
first appointment as a full time referee with the RFU imminent, this was a real setback. CONTACT wishes Craig a
speedy recovery and the earliest resumption of his steady progress up the professional ladder.

ROUTE MARCH
Tony Kennedy, plumbed in his route on Sat Nav and
headed north to begin his tour of clubs for another season. He is forever willing to accept an invitation to referee
special games in a good cause.
One such invitation came for him to referee a charity
match at March Bears RUFC on Saturday 30th August
2014. The game was between the Bears and Scotty's
Little Soldier's XV. TK was backed up from the touch lines
by Charles Osbourn and James Pepper.
Scotty’s Little Soldiers supports the children of men and
women killed whilst serving in the British Armed Forces.
It was founded by Nikki Scott of Walpole St Andrew.
Her husband, Corporal Lee Scott , was killed in Afghanistan in 2009.The Bears proudly display the Scotty’s Little
Soldiers logo on their rugby shirts
Tony is seen in this photo arriving third at the breakdown and sporting one of the many varied coloured shirts he
has acquired on his many appointments around the world.
Photo by Barry John Photography

REMEMBER THIS
We must keep up our standards and uphold the Rugby Code — Teamwork, Respect, Enjoyment, Discipline and
Sportsmanship. Remember that refereeing for CUDRRS is both a privilege and a responsibility. Be good.

TOGETHER IS BETTER
CONTACT is compiled and edited by Michael Dimambro, Honorary Member of CUDRRS.
Members (and other readers) are invited to contribute articles, comments and issues for discussion and share the
ownership of this newsletter. Some already do. Thank you. More could. Please try.
Send your input by email to: michael.dimambro@ntlworld.com or telephone 01223 564459.
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EXPERIMENTS DOWN UNDER
We all have an urge to improve things and this applies to sport as much as it does to life in general. But “if it ain’t
broke, don't try to fix it” is a phrase that we should heed. However, all is not right with the way Rugby has developed since 1995 and certainly there are problems in Australia.
Down under, rugby union is far less popular than the league version. Our game is criticised for the time consumed
by the set scrum which is a mere formality in the league code and not a contest. Sadly, union is following suit as
top referees continue to ignore Law 20.6 (d). The latest scrum engagement process seems to have reduced the
number of collapses and resets, but for how long?
Faced with criticism from fans about the lack of attacking play and too much kicking, Australia launched a new third
tier competition in August - the National Rugby Championship. It consists of nine teams and plays with certain law
variations. A panel of Australian Rugby Union experts considered suggestions that came from the public and then
canvassed rugby people on 12 specific proposals for altering the laws .
The most popular change among the public was the change in the points system. The ARU said all the changes
were aimed at speeding the game up, rewarding attacking play and increasing the amount of time the ball is in
play. It added that involving fans in this process had been a terrific way to re-energise the passionate rugby fan
base and ensure the Championship had the interests of rugby supporters at its core.
Law changes need IRB approval. The only change is that of the points allotted to scoring and the Australians have
got IRB approval as did the South Africans for its Varsity Cup.
The other tweaking they have done is classed as 'interpretation' rather than a variation or alteration, The concept of
interpretation is not favoured by the law purists who consider the objective of the law is not upheld. Remember the
disputes over “materiality” , what it meant and its application.
Points' Change
The change in points is intended to produce a change in play. The try stays five but the conversion is up to three
points. The penalty and the drop goal are down to two points. This system was used in the Varsity Cup earlier this
year.
At the same time referees are encouraged to act strongly against 'cynical' infringements.
Instead of a bonus point for four tries, the bonus point will be awarded to a team which scores three or more tries
more than its opponents, as is used in France.
Throw-in
i. When a throw-in into a line-out is not straight but the non-throwers do not contest the ball, play will go on.
ii. If time is up for a half and then a team is penalised, the other team will be allowed to kick for touch and have the
throw-in.
iii. A quick throw-in from touch will be allowed even if the ball has touched a player or by a member of the support
staff. However, if a player on the bench or a member of the support staff deliberately plays the ball, there will be a
penalty 15 metres in from touch.
Referees are to be strict on players tackled over the touchline throwing ball away or not giving up ball for a quick
throw. There will be a penalty 15 metres from touch.
Time
The time for a penalty will be reduced from a minute to 45 seconds from the time of the arrival of the kicking tee.
The time for a conversion will be reduced from 90 seconds to 60 seconds from the time when the try is scored.
There will be a time limit of 30 seconds for a scrum, though allowance will be made for genuine injuries. The 30
seconds is to start from when the referee makes the mark for the scrum. The referee will be allowed to move the
place for the scrum to avoid the treatment of a minor injury.
TMO
The protocol for TMO involvement will revert to the pre-2013 situation (i.e. try-scoring and in goal situations only)
VOTING RESULTS
Over 6,000 votes were cast during the public voting period. The number of votes each variation received indicated
that all of the options were quite well thought of by the general public.
The two most popular options were allowing leeway with the straightness of a line-out throw when there is no contest from the non-throwing team, and being able to kick to touch and continue with a lineout if a team is awarded a
penalty kick after time has expired. Other ideas voted in the top five included time limits for scrum formation and
kicks at goal. All of these options will be implemented as referee “ interpretations” of current Law.
“

The ARU took the voting into account and decided not to proceed with attempting to implement five of the lowest
voted options – including allowing a mark anywhere, the non-offending captain choosing an opponent to receive a
yellow card for team infringements, and free kicks for kick-off infringements.
Note: The fair catch anywhere was trialled in our Laws Lab years ago and was not a successful innovation.
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COMINGS AND GOINGS
CONTACT reproduces here what is already on the Society website under Documents. Have you joined the website yet? Don’t delay. Do it today. Items and articles are placed on the website for quick and regular reference by
those wanting to ensure they are doing the right thing and getting it right.
Become familiar with the tree. Refresh your knowledge before each match so that you avoid disputes. Have a
copy of it with you in your law book to show anyone who disagrees with your interpretation.
Also see Pages 65 to 67 of the Society Handbook for another summary.

Be aware that what might appear to be a “friendly” atmosphere in a match can mask a win at all costs attitude that
some players or coaches keep hidden. If they become upset at the final score or they think the other side has
abused the system they then complain to the referee and beyond. Don’t go beyond the limits set down for the
number of replacements certainly if fresh legs from one team would be too much for the other team to cope with
when out on their last legs. Think Safety. Think Fairness. Think Law.

RFU SUPPORTS REFEREEING
The RFU has set up web site pages designed to provide relevant information for all types of rugby official, from
the battle-hardened ref to those considering picking up the whistle for the first time, and those who support them
in those roles. http://www.englandrugby.com/my-rugby/referees/resources/ Take a look.
It contains a frequently asked questions page that supplements the information on Rolling Substitutes above. By
way of a remainder, as of 1st August 2012 new regulations were introduced to give Divisional Organising Committees the discretion to introduce rolling substitutions in League and RFU Cup matches at Level 5 and below. The
specific regulations are set out in RFU Regulations 13.5.15 to 13.5.21.
The number of player interchanges permitted by each team will depend on the number of replacements that form
part of the team, as set out below:
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ROLLING SUBS
It is worth clarifying that an interchange occurs when one player leaves the field and is replaced by another (this
applies in all circumstances).
Question 1
Question: A player leaves the field with a cut and is replaced. After treatment, he returns to the field of play. How
many interchanges is this.
Answer: 2 interchanges. This is a simple replacement of the blood bin by interchanges.
Question 2
Question: A prop forward is subject of a yellow card. A scrum down is called and a qualified front row player
comes onto the pitch for the scrum (under safety regulations) and the fullback goes off to keep the playing numbers at 14. At the end of the ten minute period, the fullback comes back onto the field of play and the prop who
was given the yellow card also comes back on to replace the one who took his place during the ten minute sinbin. How many interchanges, if any, does this count as.
Answer: 2 interchanges
- Prop is yellow carded and leaves the field – No interchange
- Fullback leaves the field and replacement prop enters – 1 interchange
- Prop returns from sin bin – No interchange
- Replacement prop leaves the field and fullback returns – 1 interchange
- If a team has no interchanges left and a prop is sin binned the game continues with uncontested scrums (unless
a player already on the field can safely prop)
- The player leaving the field and the player entering the field do not have to happen at the same time, but usually
will.
- Example: Player leaves the field to be assessed for injury – team do not want to use an interchange and are
hoping that the injured player can return very quickly – No interchange. It becomes obvious after five minutes that
the player needs further treatment, so a replacement is sent on – interchange is triggered.
Question 3
Question: If the situation arose that a front row player was injured, after the allowed 8 rolling replacements had
been used, but there was a replacement front row player on the bench, would a replacement be permitted, to ensure contested scrums had to be implemented. Also at this point would the replacing team also have to reduce
their numbers by one player, thus not gaining an advantage of the extra replacement.
Answer: No, if all the interchanges have been used, a further replacement is not permitted. The team will have to
play with 14 men and if there is no other specialist front row player on the pitch already who can and is prepared
to step into the front row, the match will also have to be played with uncontested scrums.
Question 4
Question: If the situation arose that a front row player was injured, after the allowed eight rolling replacements had
been used, and the replacement front row was on the park as a replacement for another position, should that
player be moved to the front row to allow contested scrums to continue to the advantage of the opposition.
Answer: This would be a tactical decision for the affected team. If the team is down to 14 men (due to no further
permitted interchanges) and there is already another specialist front row player on the pitch playing a non-front
row position, the team could decide to move that player to the front row so the match can continue with contested
scrums or leave him where he is and go uncontested.

Substitutes and replacements queuing to come
on. And this only one team’s reserves.
The Society may have to consider issuing
referees with books of cloakroom tickets.
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IRB MAKES IT CLEAR
The IRB has issued two clarifications since the end of last season.
One relates to offside at the ruck and when the ball is deemed to be out. We have discussed this at our training
meetings when different opinions were expressed .. when the scrum half has both hands on it ..when the scrum
half has lifted the ball off the ground.. when it is clear of the feet of players in the ruck.
In May, the IRB ruled “When a scrum half attempts to retrieve the ball from a ruck, the ball is not out until
that player has picked the ball up from the ground”.
Now you know.
In September, the RFU circulated the following from the IRB which concerns the Line Out and the situation when a
team chooses not to engage at the lineout.
● if the defenders in the line out choose to not engage the line out drive by "leaving the line out as a group", PK to
attacking team
● if the defenders in the line out choose to not engage the line out drive by simply opening up a gap & "creating
space" & not leaving the line out, the following process would be followed:
-

attackers would need to keep the ball with the front player, if they were to drive down-field (therefore play
on, general play - defenders could either engage to form a maul, or tackle the ball carrier only);
if they had immediately passed it back to the player at the rear of the "group", the referee would tell them to
"use it" which they must do immediately...
if they drove forward with the ball at the back (did not release the ball), the referee would award a scrum for
"accidental offside" rather than PK for obstruction.

RESPECT
Do a good job and you get handshakes, smiles and three
cheers when it’s all over.
President Evans sets a good example as a referee willing to
let players play their own game provided they do so within
the spirit of the laws.
Effective communication backed up by firm but fair management produces refereeing performances that earn respect
and player cooperation.
Who benefits? The answer is the players, the referee, Rugby
and those who watch to enjoy the game. That was the case
when Shelford Development played Bury St Edmunds in preseason trial.
That’s the way to do it.

SO YOU WANT TO GET ON
Get on the Federation Development Squad, the National Panel of Referees or just on to refereeing Eastern Counties One or London League matches? Whatever you aspire to, the aim is the same and that is to work to become a
better referee.
How to go about it begins with an appreciation of what is involved in Rugby at higher levels. The games there are
performed at a faster pace. Skill levels are higher and more intricate techniques and tactics are used. It is very important for the referees to fully appreciate this and it is essential for them to know, understand and appreciate the
skills, knowledge and expectations that players at these levels have.
The ambitious referee should have an intimate knowledge of these aspects of the games they wish to referee.
Throughout the various stages of the game they will be managing these players and their expectations. They will
be making decisions upon these higher level skills, intricate tactics and variations in playing styles.
A referee’s ability to understand and appreciate the game higher than the levels they currently referee at will be
improved by the amount of time they spend seeing and noting variations in team tactics and styles of play. This
type of development will raise their awareness, knowledge and understanding of what will be expected of them by
the players at these levels who have their own expectations of the game and the appointed match officials.

In particular referees need to develop the skill to anticipate where the play will go. Spending some time reviewing
games and analysing their performances will assist them to better predict “where the ball will be” and be in position
to make the right decisions.
Regular attendance at the Society’s monthly meetings will provide much of that knowledge and understanding. Want to get on? Best show up on the first Tuesday of each month then. See you.
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MARKING TIME
After a break in its activity, the Laws Laboratory may be resurrected soon to find an answer to the problem of keeping players fully on side and making sure the ball is reintroduced to play at set pieces in straight fashion.
Reports are reaching CONTACT that the RFU has noted the success of FIFA in the World Cup and the decision by
the Barclays Premier League to introduce vanishing spray. Richard Scudamore, Chief Executive of the Premier
League said: “We are open to developments that enhance the competition and it was clear from watching the
World Cup in Brazil that Vanishing Spray benefitted referees, players, and all of those who watched the matches”.
The RFU anxious to gain these benefits for the oval football game could well decide to use Vanishing Spray.
Where best to put it to the test but in the Cambridge University Laws Laboratory. The task would be to develop a
protocol for referees to provide temporary markings using the spray at the scrum, line out, ruck, maul and penalty
kicks .
Anticipating a request from the RFU Laws Sub Committee,
CONTACT has commissioned an expert referee to draw up
guidance on how the spray should be employed. The first
findings of the research are set out here for members to
consider and comment or offer alternatives.
Scrum
For Law 20.1(a) referees will use the spray to mark where
the scrum is to take place instead of using their boot studs
as required by Law 20.1 (f). The front rows will remain
standing whilst the referee runs to the defending side to
spray a line of 2m length to indicate under Law 20.12(g)
where the offside line is for players not in the scrum.
The same process must be followed on the attacking side.
The referees will then return to the place of scrum to complete the engagement under Law 20.1(g).
Before calling “Crouch” the referee will use the spray to mark the middle line along which the ball travel to be put in
straight under Law 20.6 (d). The line must be thick and clear enough for the scrum halves to see.
Line Out
At a formed line out, a similar sequence will be followed. The referee will spray a mark on the 5m line to indicate
the line of touch and not scratch the pitch. The referee will then indicate the 10m offside line for both the defending
and attacking backs in turn by spraying a line of 2m length where the outside halves should stand.
Returning to the touch line, the referee will then spray a line from the 5m to 15m lines at right angles to the touch
line to indicate the line of touch from which each line of players must be half a metre as Law 18.9 (n) requires.
Penalty Kicks
For penalty kicks only under Law 21, the protocol will change to Blow - Show - Tell - Spray. After communicating
their decision, the referees will spray a small circle to indicate where the penalty has been awarded. The referee
will then spray a line of 2m length at a distance of 10m from the penalty mark to indicate how far the defending
team must run. Law 21.7 (a) applies. Should a quick kick be taken by the non offending team, the referee may dispense with this second mark. Free kicks are unaffected by this variation in order to preserve the contents of the
spray canister.
Rucks and Mauls
The application of vanishing spray at these phases is problematical as the referees prime aim must be to have the
ball recycled quickly. However, where referees observe that players have not joined the ruck/maul and the ball is
not immediately available for play, they must mark out the two offside lines identified in Law 16.5(a) and Law 17.4
(a). These lines must be 5m in length.
Implications
The vanishing spray is propelled by butane and the markings disappear after about one minute. Obviously the protocols described above will require speed of application. Our expert has identified that if these protocols are
adopted referees will require a high level of fitness and a level 16 score on the YoYo test is thought to be the minimum standard.
Referees participating in the experiments are to be supplied with an expandable waist belt in which the spray canister is to be carried. Each referee will provided with two canisters of spray and the manufacturers have been
asked to incorporate a content level indicator in future products. Each member of a team of three will carry one.
Whilst grounds men will be pleased that referees will no longer be damaging their playing surface by scratching
marks all over it, they will need to be reassured that the spray will not damage grass. CONTACT is seeking certification that this so and copies will be issued to participating referees to show to ground staff on request.
This innovation marks another first for CUDRRS. What else is there in the experimental pipeline?

